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HYPERVISOR AND PHYSICAL MACHINE AND RESPECTIVE METHODS

THEREIN FOR PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT

Technical field

[0001] The present disclosure relates to performance measurements between

two nodes and in particular to performance measurement when at least one of the

nodes runs a hypervisor executing a virtual machine.

Background

[0002] In communication networks, it is often very desirable to measure the

performance of the communication network, e.g. by measuring round-trip-time,

RTT, and other performance parameters between two nodes of the

communication network. Such measurement may give an indication of the

performance of the communication network.

[0003] Such measurements are typically initiated by one of the nodes and

performed towards a peer node with which the initiating node is communicating.

The result gives an indication of e.g. if the communication network is heavily

loaded or if a failure has occurred in the communication network.

[0004] Virtualisation of networks and computers is common today. One example

for computer virtualisation that can be utilised by more or less anyone is the

Amazon Elastic Compute Cloud. It is a service that provides dynamic computer

capacity to their customers. Also, computer virtualisation is common in data

centres where resources are shared in order to increase utilisation of hardware.

[0005] In Figure 4a which will be described in more detail below, an example of

a virtualised computer is shown. Instead of running one operating system on top of

the hardware, a hypervisor runs as a middleware between the virtual

machines/operating systems and the hardware. The hypervisor acts as a

hardware controller that manages the shared recourses among the virtual

machines (in which operating systems can run). The main intent of the hypervisor

is to instantiate the virtual machines, provision the resources and make sure that



the resources are shared in a fair (or according to a Service Level Agreement,

SLA) manner among the executing operating systems.

[0006] Active probing is an accepted method for determining performance

parameters of packet-switched networks. The basic concept is to transmit probe-

packets from a sender towards a receiver. Each probe-packet train is time

stamped on both sides.

[0007] The Internet Engineering Task Force, IETF, Internet Protocol

Performance Metrics (IPPM) working group has defined two IP active

measurement protocols: One-Way Active Measurement Protocol, OWAMP, and

Two-Way Active Measurement Protocol, TWAMP. OWAMP is designed for

measuring one-way packet delay and one-way packet loss between two hosts or

nodes. TWAMP is based on OWAMP. TWAMP is designed for measuring one

way and two-way (round-trip) packet delay and packet loss between two hosts or

nodes.

[0008] The standard TWAMP protocols consist of two protocols: the TWAMP

control protocol and the TWAMP test protocol. The TWAMP control protocol is

used to initiate, start and stop TWAMP test sessions. The TWAMP test protocol is

used to exchange TWAMP test packets between two TWAMP hosts or endpoints.

Test sessions can also be configured without the TWAMP control protocol and this

is known as TWAMP light.

[0009] The standard TWAMP measurement architecture is usually comprised of

only two hosts with specific roles. This is known as the two-host implementation.

One host plays the role of the initiator or controller and session-sender and the

other host plays the role of the server and the session-reflector. In the standard

architecture, the different roles can be played by different hosts.

[00010] The host that initiates the TWAMP control Transport Control Protocol,

TCP, connection takes the roles of the controller and session-sender. The host

that acknowledges the TWAMP control TCP connection accepts the roles of the

server and session-reflector.



[0001 1] In a TWAMP test session, packets are time stamped, tagged with

sequence numbers and transmitted from a session-sender to a session-reflector.

The session-reflector time stamps the incoming packets, create new test packets

(one packet is created for each test packet received by the session-reflector) and

send them to the session-sender as soon as possible. Using these time stamps

and sequence numbers, the session-sender can then calculate the one-way delay,

jitter, round-trip time and packet loss for the session in both the forward path and

the reverse path.

[00012] However, there is no way to determine how the virtualisation affects the

performance between the two hosts. The impact of the virtualisation may very well

be non-negligible and may sometimes be quite high. From a network diagnosis

perspective, it may be important to determine and also localise the root or cause of

e.g. an increased round trip time, RTT.

Summary

[00013] The object is to obviate at least some of the problems outlined above. In

particular, it is an object to provide a hypervisor and a method performed by the

hypervisor for enabling a performance measurement between a virtual machine

associated with the hypervisor and a peer node. It is a further object to provide a

physical machine comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual

machine and a method performed by the physical machine for performing a

performance measurement between the virtual machine and the peer node when

the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement between the virtual machine

and the peer node. Still further, it is an object to provide a physical machine

comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine and a

method performed by the physical machine for performing a performance

measurement between the virtual machine and the peer node when the peer node

is the initiator of the measurement between the virtual machine and the peer node.

These objects and others may be obtained by providing a hypervisor, a respective

physical machine and a respective method in a hypervisor and a respective

physical machine according to the independent claims attached below.



[00014] According to an aspect, a method performed by the hypervisor for

enabling a performance measurement between a virtual machine associated with

the hypervisor and a peer node is provided. The method comprises intercepting a

packet transmitted from, or destined to, the virtual machine, the packet comprising

a destination address to the virtual machine or to the peer node, and determining

whether to insert a hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet. The method further

comprises, when it is determined to insert the hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

inserting a hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and forwarding the packet to its

destination according to the destination address.

[00015] According to an aspect, a method performed by a physical machine

comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine for

performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine and the peer

node when the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement between the

virtual machine and the peer node is provided. The method comprises the virtual

machine creating the packet which is to be transmitted to the peer node; the virtual

machine initialising the packet comprising inserting a first virtual machine time

stamp in the packet; and the virtual machine transmitting the packet towards the

peer node. The method further comprises the hypervisor intercepting the packet

transmitted from the virtual machine; the hypervisor inserting a first hypervisor time

stamp in the packet; and the hypervisor forwarding the packet towards the peer

node. Still further, the method comprises the hypervisor intercepting the packet

when it is transmitted back to the virtual machine from the peer node; the

hypervisor inserting a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and the

hypervisor forwarding the packet to the virtual machine. The method also

comprises the virtual machine generating a last virtual machine time stamp for the

packet.

[00016] According to an aspect, a method performed by a physical machine

comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine for

performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine and the peer

node when the peer node is the initiator of the measurement between the virtual

machine and the peer node is provided. The method comprises the hypervisor



intercepting the packet destined to the virtual machine; the hypervisor inserting the

hypervisor time stamp in the packet; and the hypervisor forwarding the packet to

the virtual machine. The method further comprises the virtual machine inserting a

virtual machine time stamp in the packet; the virtual machine inserting a further

virtual machine time stamp in the packet, and the virtual machine transmitting the

packet back towards the peer node from which it was received. The method also

comprises the hypervisor intercepting the packet destined to the peer node; the

hypervisor inserting a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and the

hypervisor forwarding the packet towards the peer node.

[00017] According to an aspect, a hypervisor associated with a virtual machine,

adapted for enabling a performance measurement between the virtual machine

and a peer node is provided. The hypervisor comprises an intercepting unit

adapted for intercepting a packet transmitted from, or destined to, the virtual

machine, the packet comprising a destination address to the virtual machine or to

the peer node, and determining whether to insert a hypervisor time stamp or not in

the packet. The hypervisor also comprises an inserting unit adapted for, when it is

determined to insert the hypervisor time stamp in the packet, inserting a hypervisor

time stamp in the packet; and a forwarding unit adapted for forwarding the packet

to its destination according to the destination address.

[00018] According to an aspect, a physical machine comprising at least one

hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine adapted for performing a

performance measurement between the virtual machine and a peer node when

the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement between the virtual machine

and the peer node is provided. The physical machine comprises the virtual

machine comprising a creating unit adapted for creating the packet which is to be

transmitted to the peer node, wherein the virtual machine further comprises an

initialising unit adapted for initialising the packet by inserting a first virtual machine

time stamp in the packet, and a transmitting unit adapted for transmitting the

packet towards the peer node. The physical machine further comprises the

hypervisor comprising the intercepting unit adapted for intercepting the packet

transmitted from the virtual machine, the inserting unit adapted for inserting a first



hypervisor time stamp in the packet, the forwarding unit adapted for forwarding the

packet towards the peer node, wherein the intercepting unit further is adapted for

intercepting the packet when it is transmitted back to the virtual machine from the

peer node, the inserting unit further is adapted for inserting a further hypervisor

time stamp in the packet, and the forwarding unit further is adapted for forwarding

the packet to the virtual machine. The initialising unit of the virtual machine further

is adapted for generating a last virtual machine time stamp.

[00019] According to an aspect, a physical machine comprising at least one

hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine adapted for performing a

performance measurement between the virtual machine and a peer node when

the peer node is the initiator of the measurement between the virtual machine and

the peer node is provided. The method comprises the hypervisor comprising the

intercepting unit adapted for intercepting the packet destined to the virtual

machine, the inserting unit adapted for inserting the hypervisor time stamp in the

packet, and the forwarding unit adapted for forwarding the packet to the virtual

machine. The physical machine also comprises the virtual machine comprising the

initialising unit adapted for inserting a virtual machine time stamp in the packet, the

initialising unit adapted for inserting a further virtual machine time stamp in the

packet, the transmitting unit adapted for transmitting the packet back towards the

peer node from which it was received. The intercepting unit of the hypervisor is

adapted for intercepting the packet destined to the peer node, and the inserting

unit is adapted for inserting a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and the

forwarding unit is adapted for forwarding the packet towards the peer node.

[00020] The hypervisor, the physical machine comprising at least one hypervisor

when the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement, the physical machine

comprising at least one hypervisor when the peer node is the initiator of the

measurement, and the respective method performed by the hypervisor and the

respective physical machine have several advantages. One advantage is that it is

possible to extract more information from the test packet once the packet has

travelled its course. The hypervisor time stamp(s) enables localisation of possible

performance degradation from end-to-end active measurements using



standardised protocols, the degradation may either be due to the virtualisation or

due to the network interconnecting the physical machine (on which the virtual

machine is running) and the peer node. Another advantage is that the method may

provide functionality for system diagnoses, e.g. if a possible problem is due to the

virtualisation on a specific hardware of the physical machine or due to the network.

Still an advantage is that there is no impact on the virtual machine, only in the

hypervisor which is transparent to the virtual machine. Still further, the method

may enable a user of a Cloud (or virtual machine) to study performance of the

hypervisor and measure Service Level Agreements, SLAs.

Brief description of drawings

[00021] Embodiments will now be described in more detail in relation to the

accompanying drawings, in which:

[00022] Figure 1 is a flowchart of a method performed by a hypervisor for

enabling a performance measurement between a virtual machine and a peer node

are provided.

[00023] Figure 2a is a flowchart of a method performed by a physical machine

comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine, for

performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine and a peer

node when the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement between the

virtual machine and the peer node.

[00024] Figure 2b is a flowchart of a method performed by a physical machine

comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine, for

performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine and a peer

node when the peer node is the initiator of the measurement between the virtual

machine and the peer node.

[00025] Figure 3a is a signalling diagram exemplifying a performance

measurement between a first and a second physical machine.



[00026] Figure 3b is a signalling diagram exemplifying a test session between a

first and a second physical machine taking place before a performance

measurement between the first and the second physical machine.

[00027] Figure 4a is a block diagram of an exemplifying embodiment of a

physical machine, a hypervisor and a virtual machine.

[00028] Figure 4b is a block diagram of another exemplifying embodiment of a

physical machine, a hypervisor and a virtual machine.

[00029] Figure 4c is a block diagram of still another exemplifying embodiment of

one physical machine, hypervisors and virtual machines.

[00030] Figure 4d is a block diagram of different hypervisor time stamps in two

physical machines, due to hierarchical architecture of hypervisors.

[00031] Figure 5 is a block diagram of an exemplifying arrangement of a

hypervisor.

[00032] Figure 6 is a block diagram of an exemplifying arrangement of a physical

machine.

[00033] Figure 7a is a block diagram an exemplifying test packet format based on

TWAMP.

[00034] Figure 7b is a block diagram another exemplifying test packet format

based on TWAMP.

[00035] Figure 8a is a block diagram an exemplifying test packet format based on

ICMP.

[00036] Figure 8b is a block diagram another exemplifying test packet format

based on ICMP.

Detailed description

[00037] Briefly described, exemplifying embodiments of a method performed by a

hypervisor and a hypervisor adapted for enabling a performance measurement



between a virtual machine and a peer node are provided. Further, a method

performed by a physical machine and a physical machine, comprising a

hypervisor, adapted for performing a performance measurement between the

virtual machine and a peer node are provided. The hypervisor and the physical

machine enable to measure performance between a virtual machine running on

the hypervisor of the physical machine and a peer node.

[00038] An exemplifying embodiment of a method performed by a hypervisor for

enabling performance measurement between a virtual machine and a peer node

will now be described with reference to figure 1. The hypervisor is associated with

the virtual machine.

[00039] Figure 1 illustrates the method 100 performed by the hypervisor

associated with the virtual machine for enabling a performance measurement

between the virtual machine and the peer node comprising intercepting 110 a

packet transmitted from, or destined to, the virtual machine, the packet comprising

a destination address to the virtual machine or to the peer node, and determining

whether to insert a hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet. The method further

comprises, when it is determined to insert the hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

inserting 120 a hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and forwarding 130 the packet

to its destination according to the destination address.

[00040] The hypervisor runs on hardware of a physical machine, and the

hypervisor in turn runs the virtual machine. The virtual machine is communicating

with the peer node, which may or may not comprise a hypervisor running another

virtual machine. It shall be pointed out that it is a program running on the virtual

machine that communicates with the peer node, which will be explained in more

detail below. All packets sent to or from the virtual machine will pass or go through

the hypervisor in a transparent manner so the hypervisor is so to say invisible to

the virtual machine and the peer node. When the virtual machine and the peer

node communicate with each other, i.e. send different packets between each

other, they use some sort of addresses or ports of the virtual machine and the

peer node respectively.



[00041] The virtual machine and the peer node may not reside, or be located,

within the same local network, but instead they may communicate with each other

by means of one or more interconnected networks, e.g. the Internet. Alternatively,

the virtual machine and the peer node reside on the same physical machine. The

virtual machine (or a program running on the virtual machine) may be

communicating with the physical machine (or a program running on the physical

machine). The peer node may also be a virtual machine running on the same

hypervisor, or another hypervisor, which is/are being run on the physical machine.

[00042] E.g. a user of the virtual machine, or of the peer node, may want to check

the performance of the communication between the virtual machine and the peer

node. However, it may also be an application executed by the virtual machine or

the peer node that regularly or randomly determines to check the performance of

the communication between the virtual machine and the peer node. One example

of checking the performance is by sending test packets, e.g. ping

messages/packets between the virtual machine and the peer node. The test

packets provide the user with information regarding e.g. delay or time it takes

when transmitting a test packet from the virtual machine to the peer node until the

packet is returned and received at the virtual machine. Of course the peer node

may be the initiator and then the test packet provides information to the user of the

peer node regarding e.g. the time it takes for transmitting the test packet to the

virtual machine until the test packet is returned and received at the peer node.

[00043] As stated above, packets sent to or from the virtual machine may pass

transparently through the hypervisor. If a test packet would just go through the

hypervisor, the conclusions that may be deduced from the information of the test

packet, e.g. round trip time, only relate to the time the packet travels to, from or

between the virtual machine and the peer node.

[00044] The method comprises the hypervisor intercepting 110 the packet

transmitted from, or destined to, the virtual machine, the packet comprising a

destination address to the virtual machine or to the peer node. This means that

either the virtual machine transmits the test packet to the peer node or the packets

has been transmitted from the peer node and is addressed to the virtual machine.



The hypervisor determines whether to insert a hypervisor time stamp or not in the

packet. This will be explained in more detail below, but in short the hypervisor

looks at, or examines, the packet and if one or more criteria is fulfilled, then the

hypervisor determines that a hypervisor time stamp shall be inserted into the

packet. Thus, when it is determined to insert the hypervisor time stamp in the

packet, the method comprises the hypervisor inserting 120 a hypervisor time

stamp in the packet. Then the hypervisor forwards 130 the packet to its destination

according to the destination address, i.e. either forwards the packet to the virtual

machine or forwards the packet towards the peer node.

[00045] The method performed by the hypervisor has several possible

advantages. One advantage is that it is possible to extract more information from

the test packet once the packet has travelled its course. The hypervisor time

stamp(s) enables localisation of possible performance degradation from end-to-

end active measurements using standardised protocols, the degradation may

either be due to the virtualisation or due to the network interconnecting the

physical machine (on which the virtual machine is running) and the peer node.

Another advantage is that the method may provide functionality for system

diagnoses, e.g. if a possible problem is due to the virtualisation on a specific

hardware of the physical machine or due to the network. Still an advantage is that

there is no impact on the virtual machine, only in the hypervisor which is

transparent to the virtual machine. Still further, the method may enable a user of a

Cloud (or virtual machine) to study performance of the hypervisor and measure

Service Level Agreements, SLAs.

[00046] According to an embodiment, determining whether to insert the

hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet is based on properties of the packet

such as address and port number.

[00047] If a packet is a test packet, the packet may comprise information that

makes it possible for the hypervisor to determine that it should insert a hypervisor

time stamp into the packet. Once the hypervisor has intercepted the packet, the

hypervisor may look at session parameters comprised in the packet, such as e.g.

sender Internet Protocol, IP address, receiver IP address, sender port, receiver



port. If the packet e.g. comprises a specific sender port or receiver port, the

hypervisor is able to determine that the packet is a test packet and the hypervisor

shall insert a hypervisor time stamp into the packet.

[00048] According to still an embodiment, determining whether to insert the

hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet is based on the packet being of a

predetermined protocol.

[00049] For example when the packet is of a Two-Way Active Measurement

Protocol, TWAMP, or an Internet Control Message Protocol, ICMP, then the

hypervisor time stamp is to be inserted into the packet

[00050] Typically, a test packet is of a specific protocol, i.e. the virtual machine

running on the hypervisor employs a specific test protocol in order to supervise,

monitor or test the connection, or network, between the virtual machine and the

peer node. Also, when data is sent between the virtual machine and the peer

node, another specific protocol may be used, e.g. IP or Transport Control Protocol,

TCP, in combination with IP, i.e. TCP/IP. There are many other examples of

communication protocols that the virtual machine and the peer node may use to

communicate data with each other.

[00051] As stated above, when tests or measurements are to be performed

between the virtual machine and the peer node, a specific test protocol is used,

and two examples of a test protocols are TWAMP and ICMP.

[00052] It shall be noted, that these are just examples and other test protocols

may be employed. Further, it may also be that the decision whether to insert a

hypervisor time stamp or not into the packet may be based on one or more of the

above examples, and also in combination with other criteria, such that a packet of

e.g. TWAMP or ICMP will not necessarily have a hypervisor time stamp inserted

into it due to the criterion/criteria.

[00053] Embodiments herein also relate to a method performed by a physical

machine comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine

as has been described above for performing a performance measurement



between the virtual machine and a peer node when the virtual machine is the

initiator of the measurement between the virtual machine and the peer node.

[00054] Such a method will now be described below with reference to figure 2a.

[00055] Figure 2a illustrates the method 200 performed by the physical machine

comprising the virtual machine creating 202 the packet which is to be transmitted

to the peer node; the virtual machine initialising 203 the packet comprising

inserting a first virtual machine time stamp in the packet; and the virtual machine

transmitting 204 the packet towards the peer node. The method further comprises

the hypervisor intercepting 2 10 the packet transmitted from the virtual machine;

the hypervisor inserting 220 a first hypervisor time stamp in the packet; and the

hypervisor forwarding 230 the packet towards the peer node. Still further, the

method comprises the hypervisor intercepting 240 the packet when it is

transmitted back to the virtual machine from the peer node; the hypervisor

inserting 250 a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and the hypervisor

forwarding 260 the packet to the virtual machine. The method also comprises the

virtual machine generating 270 a last virtual machine time stamp for the packet.

[00056] The physical machine again runs the hypervisor on hardware comprised

in the physical machine and the virtual machine is running on the hypervisor. The

physical machine is connected, by means of a communication network, to the peer

node. In this manner, the virtual machine running on the hypervisor of the physical

machine is enabled to communicate with the peer node.

[00057] When a performance measurement is to be performed by the virtual

machine and the peer node, either the virtual machine or the peer node may be

the initiator. The other party may then be referred to as a reflector or reflecting

party. In this embodiment, the virtual machine is the initiator.

[00058] There may be an application running on the virtual machine, which

application controls the performance measurement. This will be explained in more

detail later with reference to figure 4b.



[00059] The method comprises the virtual machine creating 202 the packet which

is to be transmitted to the peer node. This packet is a test packet which is to be

transmitted to the peer node and reflected back, i.e. received by the peer node

and then transmitted back to the virtual machine.

[00060] Once the virtual machine has created the packet, the virtual machine

initialises 203 the packet which comprises inserting a first virtual machine time

stamp in the packet. In an example, the first virtual machine stamp takes place at

time zero. The virtual machine then transmits 204 the packet towards the peer

node. The virtual machine is unaware of the hypervisor, but the hypervisor will

intercept 210 the packet and determine that a hypervisor time stamp is to be

inserted. Thus the hypervisor inserts 220 a first hypervisor time stamp into the

packet and forwards 230 the packet towards the peer node. By the virtual machine

time stamp and the first hypervisor time stamp, the time passed between the

virtual machine time stamp and the hypervisor time stamp is now "defined" or

recorded so that it is possible later on to evaluate the time passed between the

creation of the test packet and the time the test packet is transmitted from the

physical machine. After some additional time has passed, the packet is returned

from the peer node. The peer node has also inserted some time stamps into the

packet, which will be explained in more detail below.

[00061] The virtual machine receives the packet, and the hypervisor intercepts

240 the packet when it is transmitted back to the virtual machine from the peer

node. The hypervisor inserts 250 a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet and

the hypervisor forwards 260 the packet to the virtual machine. Again, some time

will pass from when the hypervisor inserts 250 the further hypervisor time stamp in

the packet until the virtual machine receives the packet. When the virtual machine

receives the packet, the virtual machine generates 270 a last virtual machine time

stamp for the packet, which may or may not be inserted into the test packet.

[00062] In this manner, it is possible to analyse the packet and from the analysis

it can be deduced how much of the total delay, e.g. RTT, is due to the network and

how much of the delay is due to the virtualisation, i.e. the time between the virtual

machine time stamp and the hypervisor time stamp in the physical machine.



[00063] In case the peer node also comprises a physical machine having

hardware running a hypervisor, running a virtual machine, then the packet may

comprise information relating to delay within the initiating virtual machine, delay in

the communication network and delay within the peer node. Hence a much more

detailed analysis may be performed on the test packet in order to possible find

where a possible relatively long delay occurs, or is introduced. A relatively long

delay may be due to the communication network, the peer node or the physical

machine (initiator). It shall be pointed out that the peer node may also be just a

physical machine. By being able to localise a possible fault or bottleneck, effective

and specialised measures may be taken to improve the overall performance or to

repair a possible fault where it has occurred.

[00064] The method performed by the physical machine may have the same

advantages as the method performed by the hypervisor. One advantage is that it

is possible to extract more information from the test packet once the packet has

travelled its course. The hypervisor time stamp(s) enables localisation of possible

performance degradation from end-to-end active measurements using

standardised protocols, the degradation may either be due to the virtualisation or

due to the network interconnecting the physical machine (on which the virtual

machine is running) and the peer node. Another advantage is that the method may

provide functionality for system diagnoses, e.g. if a possible problem is due to the

virtualisation on a specific hardware of the physical machine or due to the network.

Still an advantage is that there is no impact on the virtual machine, only in the

hypervisor which is transparent to the virtual machine. Still further, the method

may enable a user of a Cloud (or virtual machine) to study performance of the

hypervisor and measure SLAs.

[00065] According to an embodiment, the method further comprises determining

201 the number of hypervisors of the physical machine on which the virtual

machine is running and the number of hypervisors of the peer node and defining

two hypervisor time stamp fields per hypervisor when creating the packet.

[00066] As described above, the physical machine comprises at least one

hypervisor. In other words, the physical machine comprises hardware on which a



first hypervisor is running. The hypervisor in turn is running or executing a first

virtual machine. The first virtual machine in turn may run a second hypervisor on a

virtual hardware and the second hypervisor may execute a second virtual

machine. In this manner, a physical machine can be said to comprise at least one

hypervisor. The same reasoning is valid for the peer node.

[00067] In order for all the hypervisors being able to insert time stamps into the

packet, the packet must be sufficiently large to comprise all the different time

stamps, hypervisor time stamps and the virtual machine time stamps. Since each

hypervisor in the communication chain will insert two hypervisor time stamps, the

packet must be of a size to be able to comprise two hypervisor time stamps per

hypervisor. The packet may be initialised so that it comprises one field for each

hypervisor time stamp and consequently comprises two hypervisor time stamp

fields per hypervisor of the physical machine and the peer node.

[00068] According to still an embodiment, the method further comprises the

virtual machine analysing 280 the packet based on the virtual machine time

stamps, the hypervisor time stamps comprised in the packet and the last

generated virtual machine time stamp.

[00069] In case the virtual machine is the initiator, the virtual machine executes,

or runs, a test application, e.g. a TWAMP application or an ICMP application. The

test application of the virtual machine creates the packet and initialises the packet

as having been described above. After the test application/virtual machine has

initiated the packet, inserted the first virtual machine time stamp, T 1 , into it and

transmitted it towards the peer node, the test application/virtual machine receives

the packet as it is returned from the peer node and the application/virtual machine

generates the last virtual machine time stamp, T4, for the packet. By comparing

the different time stamps in the packet, i.e. the hypervisor time stamps, HT1 and

HT4, of the virtual machine, possibly also hypervisor time stamps, HT2 and HT3 of

the peer node, the virtual/physical machine time stamps of the peer node and the

last generated virtual machine time stamp for the packet, the test

application/virtual machine may deduce the delay within the physical machine,

within the peer node and within the communication network by means of which the



physical machine and the peer node are communicating. In an example, assume

the virtual machine is running on a hypervisor of the physical machine and the

peer node is a virtual machine running on a hypervisor running on hardware of

another physical machine. Then the packet, when received back at the initiating

test application will comprise four virtual machine time stamps, T 1-T4, and four

hypervisor time stamps, HT1 -HT4. When the initiating test application, i.e. the

TWAMP initiator/controller, receives the test packet back from the peer node, the

TWAMP initiator/controller is enabled to calculate different metrics as described

above. E.g. the total round-trip time is estimated as T4 - T 1 , the one-way delay in

the forward direction is calculated as T2 - T 1 , the one-way delay in the reverse

direction is calculated as T4 - T3. The TWAMP initiator/controller is further

enabled to calculate the following metrics: delay in machine 1 due to virtualization

in the forward direction is calculated as HT1 - T 1, delay in machine 2 due to

virtualization in the forward direction is calculated as T2 - HT2, delay in machine 2

due to virtualization in the reverse direction is calculated as HT3 - T3, and delay in

machine 1 due to virtualization in the reverse direction is calculated as T4 - HT4.

Further, calculation of total impact of e.g. the VM at the controller side may be

performed by HT4 - HT1 . In this case the clocks do not need to be synchronized.

[00070] According to an embodiment, the virtual machine creating 202 the packet

comprises an application executed by the virtual machine creating the test packet

which is to be transmitted to the peer node.

[00071] As explained above, the virtual machine may execute a test application,

e.g. a TWAMP application or an ICMP application, which is in control of the

performance measurements. The test application thus creates the test packet

which is to be transmitted to the peer node.

[00072] Embodiments herein also relate to a method 200 performed by the

physical machine comprising at least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual

machine as described above in conjunction with figure 1 for performing a

performance measurement between the virtual machine and a peer node when

the peer node is the initiator of the measurement between the virtual machine and

the peer node. In other words, the virtual machine is the reflector or the reflecting



party. Again, the peer node may be a physical machine or it may be a virtual

machine executed by a hypervisor running of hardware of a physical machine.

[00073] Such a method will now be described with reference to figure 2b. Figure

2b illustrates the method comprising the hypervisor intercepting 2 11 the packet

destined to the virtual machine; the hypervisor inserting 220 the hypervisor time

stamp in the packet; and the hypervisor forwarding 230 the packet to the virtual

machine. The method further comprises the virtual machine inserting 231 a virtual

machine time stamp in the packet; the virtual machine inserting 232 a further

virtual machine time stamp in the packet, and the virtual machine transmitting 233

the packet back towards the peer node from which it was received. The method

also comprises the hypervisor intercepting 234 the packet destined to the peer

node; the hypervisor inserting 235 a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

and the hypervisor forwarding 236 the packet towards the peer node.

[00074] In this embodiment, the peer node is the initiator which means that the

physical machine will receive the packet and time stamp the packet before

returning the packet back to the peer node. As the physical machine receives the

packet, the hypervisor intercepts 2 11 the packet. The packet is addressed to the

virtual machine running on, or executed by, the hypervisor. The hypervisor inserts

220 a hypervisor time stamp in the packet and forwards 230 the packet to the

virtual machine. By inserting the hypervisor time stamp, the time from when the

physical machine receives the packet, i.e. the hypervisor inserting the hypervisor

time stamp into the packet until the packet is received by the virtual machine may

be measured. The virtual machine receives the packet and inserts 231 the virtual

machine time stamp in the packet and inserts 232 the further virtual machine time

stamp in the packet before transmitting 233 the packet back towards the peer

node from which it was received. The hypervisor again intercepts 234 the packet

now destined to the peer node and inserts 235 the further hypervisor time stamp in

the packet, and forwards 236 the packet towards the peer node. By the different

time stamps inserted into the packet by the physical machine, i.e. the two

hypervisor time stamps and the two virtual machine time stamps, the packet

comprises information from which conclusions may be deduced. It is possible to



deduce the time passed from then the physical machine first receives the packet

until the packet has reached the virtual machine, i.e. the time difference from when

the first hypervisor time stamp until the first virtual machine time stamp. It is

possible to deduce the time passed from when the virtual machine transmits the

packet towards the peer node until it packet is actually transmitted from the

physical machine, i.e. the difference between the second/further virtual machine

time stamp and the second/further hypervisor time stamp. It is also possible to

deduce the time passed from when the physical machine received the packet until

the physical machine transmitted the packet back to the peer node, i.e. the time

different between the first and the second/further hypervisor time stamp.

[00075] The method performed by the physical machine being the reflecting party

has the same advantages as the hypervisor and the method performed by

physical machine being the initiating party. One advantage is that it is possible to

extract more information from the test packet once the packet has travelled its

course. The hypervisor time stamp(s) enables localisation of possible performance

degradation from end-to-end active measurements using standardised protocols,

the degradation may either be due to the virtualisation or due to the network

interconnecting the physical machine (on which the virtual machine is running) and

the peer node. Another advantage is that the method may provide functionality for

system diagnoses, e.g. if a possible problem is due to the virtualisation on a

specific hardware of the physical machine or due to the network. Still an

advantage is that there is no impact on the virtual machine, only in the hypervisor

which is transparent to the virtual machine. Still further, the method may enable a

user of a Cloud (or virtual machine) to study performance of the hypervisor and

measure SLAs.

[00076] According to an embodiment, the virtual machine inserting 231 the virtual

machine time stamp in the packet comprises an application executed by the virtual

machine inserting the virtual machine time stamp in the packet.

[00077] As described above, the virtual machine may execute a test application,

e.g. a TWAMP application or an ICMP application, which is in control of the

performance measurements.



[00078] Figure 3a is a signalling diagram exemplifying a performance

measurement between a first and a second physical machine. In this example,

both physical machines comprise hardware running a respective hypervisor

executing a respective virtual machine. The first "Physical machine 1" 310 is the

initiator or initiating party and the second "Physical machine 2" 320 is the reflector

or reflecting party.

[00079] In the first physical machine 310, a hypervisor 313 is running on

hardware of the first physical machine 310. The hypervisor 313 is executing a

virtual machine 3 11, which in turn is executing a test application 3 12 . The second

physical machine 320 comprises hardware which runs a hypervisor 323, which in

turn executes a virtual machine 321 , which in turn executes a test application 322.

[00080] The virtual machine 3 11 of the first physical machine 3 10 creates and

initiates a test packet. The initialisation comprises inserting 3:1 Time stamp T 1 into

the packet. The first virtual machine 3 10 then transmits 3:2 the test packet towards

the virtual machine 321 . The packet is intercepted by the hypervisor 313 of the

physical machine 1 and the hypervisor 3 13 inserts 3:3 hypervisor time stamp HT1

into the packet. The hypervisor may further recalculate a packet checksum on an

IP and Ethernet layer, and put the new checksum in place in the test packet. Then

the hypervisor 313 forwards 3:4 the packet towards the virtual machine 321 . The

packet reaches the second physical machine 320, and is intercepted by the

hypervisor 323. The hypervisor 323 inserts 3:5 a hypervisor time stamp HT2 into

the packet, recalculates the packet checksum on the IP and Ethernet layer, and

puts the new checksum in place in the test packet, and then forwards 3:6 the

packet to the virtual machine 321 .

[00081] The test application 322 of the second virtual machine 321 first inserts

3:7 one virtual machine time stamp T2 in the packet and then inserts 3:8 a further

virtual machine time stamp T3. Then the virtual machine 321 transmits or reflects

3:9 the packet back towards the virtual machine 3 11 of the physical machine 1

from which the packet was received. The hypervisor 323 of the second physical

machine 2 320 intercepts the packet and inserts 3:10 a further hypervisor time

stamp HT3 into the packet, recalculates the packet checksum on the IP and



Ethernet layer, and puts the new checksum in place in the test packet before

reflecting 3:11 the test packet back to the virtual machine 3 1 1. The packet travels

over the network and reaches the first physical machine 310, where the hypervisor

3 13 of the first physical machine 310 intercepts the test packet and inserts 3:12 a

further hypervisor time stamp HT4 into the packet. The hypervisor further

recalculates the packet checksum on the IP and Ethernet layer, and puts the new

checksum in place in the test packet Thereafter, the hypervisor 313 of the first

physical machine 310 forwards 3:13 the test packet to the virtual machine 3 11,

wherein the test application 312 generates 3:14 a virtual machine time stamp T4

for the test packet. It shall be pointed out that before the packet is reflected, the

peer node may create a new packet and copy the time stamps of the received

packet into the new created packet so that the physical machine will receive a

packet comprising all relevant time stamps. Alternatively, the peer node may

create a new header and add this header to the packet before reflecting the packet

back to the physical machine. The header of the packet will comprise address

information of at least the destination, thus either a new packet should be created

or a new header should be added to the received packet.

[00082] This enables the test application 312 of the first physical machine to

analyse the test packet together with the last generated virtual machine time

stamp T4. It is possible to determine, by comparing the different time stamps, the

time passed between T 1 and HT1 , which is the time passed from the creation and

initialisation of the packet until it is transmitted from the first physical machine 310

towards the second physical machine. It is possible to determine the time passed

between HT1 and HT2, which is the time passed during the packet travelling

through the network from the first physical machine 310 to the second physical

machine 320. It is further possible to determine the time passed for the packet

within the second physical machine 320 and in the network on its way back to the

first physical machine 310.

[00083] Figure 3b is a signalling diagram exemplifying a test session between the

first and the second physical machine taking place before a performance

measurement between the first and the second physical machine.



[00084] Before a performance measurement takes place, a control session may

be performed between the first and the second physical machine. The

exemplifying test session in figure 3b comprises the test application 312 of the

virtual machine 3 11 establishing 3:01 a control session. The control session

provides information about the address and port numbers of the test traffic, or

performance measurement, to come. This may comprise creating a control packet

which may be used e.g. to discover if there are any hypervisors in the signalling

path or chain. The virtual machine 3 11 of the first physical machine then transmits

3:02 the control packet towards the virtual machine 321 of the second physical

machine 320. This packet is illustrated as passing transparently through the

hypervisor 3 13 , illustrating an example of when a packet may be of a certain

protocol which may be time stamped, but due to a criterion the control packet is

not time stamped by the hypervisor 313. The packet reaches the second physical

machine 320 and passes the hypervisor 323 transparently and is delivered to the

virtual machine 321 associated with the second physical machine 320. The virtual

machine 321 associated with the second physical machine 320 3:03 sets up a test

session and transmits 3:04 an acknowledgement control packet towards the virtual

machine 3 11 of the first physical machine 3 10 . This acknowledgement control

packet is intercepted 3:05 by the hypervisor 323 of the second physical machine

320 and the hypervisor 323 sets up an intercept table for test packets. The

hypervisor 323 also inserts a mark into the acknowledgement control packet so

that the test application 3 12 of the virtual machine 3 11 of the first physical machine

3 10 is informed that the second physical machine 321 comprises a hypervisor.

Then the hypervisor 323 forwards 3:06 the acknowledgement control packet

towards the virtual machine 3 11 of the first physical machine 3 10 . The

acknowledgement control packet reaches the first physical machine 310 and is

intercepted 3:07 by the hypervisor 313 of the first physical machine 310. The

hypervisor 3 13 of the first physical machine 310 sets up an intercept table for test

packets, inserts a mark into the acknowledgement control packet so that the test

application 312 of the virtual machine 3 1 1 of the first physical machine 310 is

informed of the hypervisor 3 11 of the first physical machine 3 10 . Then the

hypervisor 3 13 forwards 3:08 the acknowledgement control packet to the test



application 3 2 of the virtual machine 3 1 and the test application 312 may then

start 3:09 a test session, i.e. a performance measurement.

[00085] Embodiments herein also relate to a hypervisor associated with a virtual

machine, adapted for enabling a performance measurement between the virtual

machine and a peer node. The hypervisor has the same technical features,

objects and advantages as the method performed by the hypervisor described

above. The hypervisor will only be described in brief in order to avoid unnecessary

repetition.

[00086] Such a hypervisor will be briefly described with reference to figure 4a.

The hypervisor 420 is associated with the virtual machine 430 and is adapted for

enabling a performance measurement between the virtual machine 430 and a

peer node 460. Figure 4a illustrates the hypervisor comprising an intercepting unit

421 adapted for intercepting a packet transmitted from, or destined to, the virtual

machine 430, the packet comprising a destination address to the virtual machine

430 or to the peer node 460, and determining whether to insert a hypervisor time

stamp or not in the packet. The hypervisor also comprises an inserting unit 422

adapted for, when it is determined to insert the hypervisor time stamp in the

packet, inserting a hypervisor time stamp in the packet; and a forwarding unit 423

adapted for forwarding the packet to its destination according to the destination

address.

[00087] The hypervisor has the same advantages as the method performed by

the hypervisor. One advantage is that it is possible to extract more information

from the test packet once the packet has travelled its course. The hypervisor time

stamp(s) enables localisation of possible performance degradation from end-to-

end active measurements using standardised protocols, the degradation may

either be due to the virtualisation or due to the network interconnecting the

physical machine (on which the virtual machine is running) and the peer node.

Another advantage is that the method may provide functionality for system

diagnoses, e.g. if a possible problem is due to the virtualisation on a specific

hardware of the physical machine or due to the network. Still an advantage is that

there is no impact on the virtual machine, only in the hypervisor which is



transparent to the virtual machine. Still further, the method may enable a user of a

Cloud (or virtual machine) to study performance of the hypervisor and measure

SLAs.

[00088] According to an embodiment, the inserting unit 422 is adapted for

determining whether to insert the hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet based

on properties of the packet such as address and port number.

[00089] According to still an embodiment, the inserting unit 422 is adapted for

determining whether to insert the hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet based

on the packet being of a predetermined protocol.

[00090] According to yet an embodiment, when the packet is of a TWAMP or an

ICMP, then the hypervisor is adapted to insert a hypervisor time stamp into the

packet.

[00091] Embodiments herein also relate to a physical machine comprising at

least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine as described above,

adapted for performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine

and a peer node when the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement

between the virtual machine and the peer node. The physical machine has the

same technical features, objects and advantages as the method performed by the

physical machine described above. The physical machine will only be described in

brief in order to avoid unnecessary repetition.

[00092] Such a physical machine will be briefly described also with reference to

figure 4a. Figure 4a illustrates the physical machine 400 comprising the virtual

machine 430 comprising a creating unit 431 adapted for creating the packet which

is to be transmitted to the peer node 460, wherein the virtual machine 430 further

comprises an initialising unit 432 adapted for initialising the packet by inserting a

first virtual machine time stamp in the packet, and a transmitting unit 433 adapted

for transmitting the packet towards the peer node 460. The physical machine

further comprises the hypervisor 420 comprising the intercepting unit 421 adapted

for intercepting the packet transmitted from the virtual machine 430, the inserting



unit 422 adapted for inserting a first hypervisor time stamp in the packet, the

forwarding unit 423 adapted for forwarding the packet towards the peer node 460,

wherein the intercepting unit 421 further is adapted for intercepting the packet

when it is transmitted back to the virtual machine 430 from the peer node, the

inserting unit 422 further is adapted for inserting a further hypervisor time stamp in

the packet, and the forwarding unit 423 further is adapted for forwarding the

packet to the virtual machine 430. The initialising unit 432 of the virtual machine

430 further is adapted for generating a last virtual machine time stamp.

[00093] The physical machine has the same advantages as the method

performed by the physical machine. One advantage is that it is possible to extract

more information from the test packet once the packet has travelled its course.

The hypervisor time stamp(s) enables localisation of possible performance

degradation from end-to-end active measurements using standardised protocols,

the degradation may either be due to the virtualisation or due to the network

interconnecting the physical machine (on which the virtual machine is running) and

the peer node. Another advantage is that the method may provide functionality for

system diagnoses, e.g. if a possible problem is due to the virtualisation on a

specific hardware of the physical machine or due to the network. Still an

advantage is that there is no impact on the virtual machine, only in the hypervisor

which is transparent to the virtual machine. Still further, the method may enable a

user of a Cloud (or virtual machine) to study performance of the hypervisor and

measure SLAs.

[00094] According to an embodiment, the creating unit 431 of the virtual machine

430 further is adapted for determining the number of hypervisors of the physical

machine 400 on which the virtual machine 430 is running and the number of

hypervisors of the peer node 460 and defining two hypervisor time stamp fields per

hypervisor when creating the packet.

[00095] According to still an embodiment, the virtual machine further comprises

an analysing unit 434 adapted for analysing the packet based on the virtual

machine time stamps, the hypervisor time stamps comprised in the packet and the

generated last virtual machine time stamp.



[00096] According to still an embodiment, the virtual machine creating the packet

comprises an application executed by the virtual machine creating the packet

which is to be transmitted to the peer node.

[00097] Embodiments herein also relate to a physical machine comprising at

least one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine as described above

adapted for performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine

and a peer node when the peer node is the initiator of the measurement between

the virtual machine and the peer node. The physical machine has the same

technical features, objects and advantages as the method performed by the

physical machine described above. The physical machine will only be described in

brief in order to avoid unnecessary repetition.

[00098] Such a physical machine will be briefly described also with reference to

figure 4a. Figure 4a illustrates the physical machine 400 comprising the hypervisor

420 comprising the intercepting unit 421 adapted for intercepting the packet

destined to the virtual machine 430, the inserting unit 422 adapted for inserting the

hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and the forwarding unit 423 adapted for

forwarding the packet to the virtual machine 430. The physical machine 400 also

comprises the virtual machine comprising the initialising unit 432 adapted for

inserting a virtual machine time stamp in the packet, the initialising unit 432

adapted for inserting a further virtual machine time stamp in the packet, the

transmitting unit 433 adapted for transmitting the packet back towards the peer

node 460 from which it was received. The intercepting unit 421 of the hypervisor

420 is adapted for intercepting the packet destined to the peer node, and the

inserting unit 422 is adapted for inserting a further hypervisor time stamp in the

packet, and the forwarding unit 423 is adapted for forwarding the packet towards

the peer node 460.

[00099] The physical machine has the same advantages as the method

performed by the physical machine. One advantage is that it is possible to extract

more information from the test packet once the packet has travelled its course.

The hypervisor time stamp(s) enables localisation of possible performance

degradation from end-to-end active measurements using standardised protocols,



the degradation may either be due to the virtualisation or due to the network

interconnecting the physical machine (on which the virtual machine is running) and

the peer node. Another advantage is that the method may provide functionality for

system diagnoses, e.g. if a possible problem is due to the virtualisation on a

specific hardware of the physical machine or due to the network. Still an

advantage is that there is no impact on the virtual machine, only in the hypervisor

which is transparent to the virtual machine. Still further, the method may enable a

user of a Cloud (or virtual machine) to study performance of the hypervisor and

measure SLAs.

[000100] According to an embodiment, the virtual machine inserting 231 the virtual

machine time stamp in the packet comprises an application executed by the virtual

machine inserting the virtual machine time stamp in the packet.

[0001 0 1] Figure 4b is a block diagram of another exemplifying embodiment of a

physical machine, a hypervisor and a virtual machine.

[000102] Figure 4b illustrates the physical machine 400 running one hypervisor

420 on hardware of the physical machine. The hypervisor 420 executes three

virtual machines 430a, 430b and 430c. It shall be pointed out that this is merely an

example, and the hypervisor may execute fewer or more virtual machines. Each

virtual machine executes an Operation System, OS, 450a, 450b and 450c. There

are different OSs available, e.g. Linux, Windows, OS X Mountain Lion and so on.

On the OS 450a, 450b and 450c, different applications or programs 451a 451 b

and 451 c may be run and in the example in figure 4b, the first virtual machine

executes three different applications or programs, whereof one is TWAMP.

[000103] Figure 4c is a block diagram of still another exemplifying embodiment of

one physical machine, hypervisors and virtual machines.

[000104] First, a hypervisor 1 denoted 420-1 is running on the physical machine

400. The first hypervisor 420-1 executes a first virtual machine 430a-1 . The first

virtual machine 430a-1 in turn runs a hypervisor called hypervisor 2 and denoted

420-2. On this hypervisor 2 , a second virtual machine is running or being



executed, the second virtual machine being denoted 430a-2. On the second virtual

machine denoted 430a-2, an OS 450 is being executed and the OS 450 executes,

in turn, a TWAMP controller or application 451 d . In this manner, a physical

machine may comprise a hierarchy of hypervisors. A hypervisor hierarchy can

reside either at the initiator node, reflector node or both.

[000105] Figure 4d is a block diagram of different hypervisor time stamps in two

physical machines, due to hierarchical architecture of hypervisors.

[000106] In this example, the hypervisors are configured to add time stamps in a

stacked fashion. That is, they add a time stamp on the next empty slot in the

measurement packet (e.g. in the packet padding for the TWAMP case). An empty

slot is determined as the next unused, or zero, field in the test packet. That is, the

measurement packet will have a stack of time stamps added at the three different

hypervisors. If the test application (or other entity) knows the scenario (i.e. what is

shown in Figure 4b) it is easily deduced which time stamp belongs to which

hypervisor.

[000107] The first physical machine 400a runs a first hypervisor 420-1 , which

executes a virtual machine (not shown), which in turn executes a second

hypervisor 420-2. The second hypervisor 420-2 executes a second virtual machine

(not shown), which in turn executes a test application, e.g. a TWAMP application

451 d acting as the initiator/controller. The TWAMP application 451 d of the first

physical machine 400a initiates a performance measurement and creates a test

packet, which is transmitted to the second physical machine 400b. The second

hypervisor 420-2 intercepts the test package, inserts a first hypervisor time stamp

and forwards the packet towards the second physical machine 400b, which runs a

hypervisor 420b, which in turn runs a TWAMP controller/application 451 d acting as

a reflector. The first hypervisor 420-1 intercepts the test package, inserts a second

hypervisor time stamp into the packet and forwards the packet towards the second

physical machine 400b.

[000108] When received at the second physical machine 400b, its hypervisor 420b

intercepts the packet and inserts a third hypervisor time stamp into the packet



before forwarding the packet to the TWAMP application acting as reflector. When

the TWAMP application acting as reflector returns the packet towards the second

virtual machine of the first physical machine, the hypervisor 420b of the second

physical machine 400b intercepts the packet and inserts a fourth hypervisor time

stamp into the packet before forwarding the packet back to the second virtual

machine of the first physical machine. When the packet is received at the first

physical machine 400a, the first hypervisor 420-1 intercepts the packet and inserts

a fifth hypervisor time stamp into the packet and forwards the packet towards the

second virtual machine. The second hypervisor 420-2 intercepts the packet and

inserts a sixth hypervisor time stamp into the packet and forwards the packet

towards the TWAMP application acting as initiator/controller. It shall be noted that

this is a simplified example only illustrating the hypervisor time stamps and the

virtual machine time stamps have been omitted.

[000109] In figure 4a, the physical machine 400 is also illustrated comprising a

receiving unit 4 11 and a transmitting unit 412. Through these two units, the

physical machine 400 is adapted to communicate with other nodes and/or entities

in the communication network. The receiving unit 4 1 may comprise more than

one receiving arrangement. For example, the receiving unit may be connected to

both a wire and an antenna, by means of which the physical machine 400 is

enabled to communicate with other nodes and/or entities in the communication

network. Similarly, the transmitting unit 412 may comprise more than one

transmitting arrangement, which in turn are connected to both a wire and an

antenna, by means of which the physical machine 400 is enabled to communicate

with other nodes and/or entities in the communication network. The physical

machine 400 further comprises a memory 401 for storing data. Further, the

physical machine 400 is illustrated comprising a control or processing unit 440

which in turns is connected to the different units 420 and 430. It shall be pointed

out that this is merely an illustrative example and the physical machine 400 may

comprise more, less or other units or modules which execute the functions of the

physical machine 400 in the same manner as the units illustrated in figure 4a.



[0001 10] It should be noted that figure 4a merely illustrates various functional units

in the physical machine 400 in a logical sense. The functions in practice may be

implemented using any suitable software and hardware means/circuits etc. Thus,

the embodiments are generally not limited to the shown structures of the physical

machine 400 and the functional units. Hence, the previously described exemplary

embodiments may be realised in many ways. For example, one embodiment

includes a computer-readable medium having instructions stored thereon that are

executable by the control or processing unit 440 for executing the method steps in

the physical machine 400. The instructions executable by the computing system

and stored on the computer-readable medium perform the method steps of the

physical machine 400 as set forth in the claims.

[0001 11] Figure 4a further schematically illustrates that a virtual machine being

executed by a hypervisor of the physical machine is enabled to communicate with

other nodes and/or entities in the communication network by means of the

receiving unit 4 11 and the transmitting unit 412. The communication via the

receiving unit 4 11 and the transmitting unit 412 is illustrated going via the

hypervisor by the dotted lines. It shall be pointed out that this is merely a logical

and simplified illustration.

[0001 2] Figure 5 schematically shows an embodiment of anexemplifying

arrangement of a hypervisor 500. Comprised in the hypervisor 500 are here a

processing unit 506, e.g. with a DSP (Digital Signal Processor). The processing

unit 506 may be a single unit or a plurality of units to perform different actions of

procedures described herein. The hypervisor 500 may also comprise an input unit

502 for receiving signals from other entities, and an output unit 504 for providing

signal(s) to other entities. The input unit and the output unit may be arranged as

an integrated entity or as illustrated in the example of figure 4a, as one or more

interfaces 4 11/412.

[0001 13] Furthermore, the hypervisor 500 comprises at least one computer

program product 508 in the form of a non-volatile memory, e.g. an EEPROM

(Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory), a flash memory and a

hard drive. The computer program product 508 comprises a computer program



5 10 , which comprises code means, which when executed in the processing unit

506 in the hypervisor 500 causes the hypervisor to perform the actions e.g. of the

procedure described earlier in conjunction with figure 1.

[0001 14] The computer program 510 may be configured as a computer program

code structured in computer program modules 510a-51 0e. Hence, in an

exemplifying embodiment, the code means in the computer program of the

hypervisor 500 comprises an intercepting unit, or module, for intercepting a packet

transmitted from, or destined to, the virtual machine, the packet comprising a

destination address to the virtual machine or to the peer node, and determining

whether to insert a hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet. When it is

determined to insert the hypervisor time stamp in the packet, intercepting unit, or

module, inserts a hypervisor time stamp in the packet. The computer program

further comprises a forwarding unit, or module, for forwarding the packet to its

destination according to the destination address.

[0001 15] The computer program modules could essentially perform the actions of

the flow illustrated in figure 1, to emulate the hypervisor 500. In other words, when

the different computer program modules are executed in the processing unit 506,

they may correspond to the units 421-423 of figure 4a.

[0001 16] Figure 6 schematically shows an embodiment of a physical machine 600.

Comprised in the physical machine 600are here a processing unit 606, e.g. with a

DSP (Digital Signal Processor). The processing unit 606 may be a single unit or a

plurality of units to perform different actions of procedures described herein. The

physical machine 600may also comprise an input unit 602 for receiving signals

from other entities, and an output unit 604 for providing signal(s) to other entities.

The input unit and the output unit may be arranged as an integrated entity or as

illustrated in the example of figure 4a, as one or more interfaces 4 11/412.

[0001 17] Furthermore, the physical machine 600 comprises at least one computer

program product 608 in the form of a non-volatile memory, e.g. an EEPROM

(Electrically Erasable Programmable Read-Only Memory), a flash memory and a

hard drive. The computer program product 608 comprises a computer program



6 10 , which comprises code means, which when executed in the processing unit

606 in the physical machine 600 causes the physical machine 600 to perform the

actions e.g. of the procedure described earlier in conjunction with figures 2a and

2b.

[0001 8] The computer program 610 may be configured as a computer program

code structured in computer program modules 610a-61 0e. Hence, in an

exemplifying embodiment, the code means in the computer program of the

physical machine 600 comprises a virtual machine comprising a creating unit or

module for creating the packet which is to be transmitted to the peer node,

wherein the virtual machine further comprises an initialising unit or module for

initialising the packet by inserting a first virtual machine time stamp in the packet,

and a transmitting unit or module for transmitting the packet towards the peer

node. The computer program further comprises the hypervisor comprising the

intercepting unit or module for intercepting the packet transmitted from the virtual

machine, and the inserting unit or module for inserting a first hypervisor time

stamp in the packet. The hypervisor also comprises the forwarding unit or module

for forwarding the packet towards the peer node, wherein the intercepting unit or

module further intercepts the packet when it is transmitted back to the virtual

machine from the peer node. The inserting unit inserts a further hypervisor time

stamp in the packet, and the forwarding unit or module further forwards the packet

to the virtual machine. The initialising unit of module of the virtual machine further

generates a last virtual machine time stamp.

[0001 19] In an exemplifying embodiment, the code means in the computer

program of the physical machine 600 comprises the hypervisor comprising the

intercepting unit or module for intercepting the packet destined to the virtual

machine, the inserting unit or module for inserting the hypervisor time stamp in the

packet, and the forwarding unit or module for forwarding the packet to the virtual

machine. The physical machine 400 also comprises the virtual machine

comprising the initialising unit or module for inserting a virtual machine time stamp

in the packet, the initialising unit or module for inserting a further virtual machine

time stamp in the packet, the transmitting unit or module for transmitting the



packet back towards the peer node from which it was received. The intercepting

unit or module of the hypervisor 420 further intercepts the packet destined to the

peer node, and the inserting unit or module inserts a further hypervisor time stamp

in the packet, and the forwarding unit further forwards the packet towards the peer

node.

[000120] The computer program modules could essentially perform the actions of

the flow illustrated in figures 2a and 2b, to emulate the physical machine 600. In

other words, when the different computer program modules are executed in the

processing unit 606, they may correspond to the units 421-423 and 431 -433 of

figure 4a.

[000121 ] Although the code means in the respective embodiments disclosed

above in conjunction with figures 4a are implemented as computer program

modules which when executed in the respective processing unit causes the

hypervisor and the physical machine respectively to perform the actions described

above in the conjunction with figures mentioned above, at least one of the code

means may in alternative embodiments be implemented at least partly as

hardware circuits.

[000122] The processor may be a single CPU (Central processing unit), but could

also comprise two or more processing units. For example, the processor may

include general purpose microprocessors; instruction set processors and/or

related chips sets and/or special purpose microprocessors such as ASICs

(Application Specific Integrated Circuit). The processor may also comprise board

memory for caching purposes. The computer program may be carried by a

computer program product connected to the processor. The computer program

product may comprise a computer readable medium on which the computer

program is stored. For example, the computer program product may be a flash

memory, a RAM (Random-access memory) ROM (Read-Only Memory) or an

EEPROM, and the computer program modules described above could in

alternative embodiments be distributed on different computer program products in

the form of memories within the hypervisor and the physical machine respectively.



[000123] Figure 7a is a block diagram an exemplifying test packet format based on

TWAMP. As described above, different test protocols may be used whereof one

example is TWAMP.

[000124] An initiator, also called a controller, sends a control packet to the reflector

to setup a measurement session. The parameters include for example number of

test packets to be exchanged, sender and receiver IP, sender and receiver port

numbers and start time. The requested measurement session is acknowledged by

the reflector. See also figures 3a and 3b.

[000125] When the measurement session is established the test packets are sent

from the initiator/controller, to the reflector and back again using the agreed

parameters. According to the TWAMP architecture each packet is time stamped 4

times corresponding to steps 3:1, 3:7, 3:8 and 3:14 in Figure 3a. From this it is

possible to calculate forward and reverse one-way delay, jitter and also round-trip

time.

[0001 26] In order for the test packet to also carry the hypervisor time stamps

corresponding to steps 3:3, 3:5, 3.10 and 3:12, the TWAMP protocol may be

extended so that e.g. additional fields are defined in padding octets. An example of

added fields in a TWAMP packet is illustrated in figure 7a by the four additional

fields 706, 707, 708 and 7009, i.e. hypervisor time stamp 1, HT1 , hypervisor time

stamp 2 , HT2, hypervisor time stamp 3 , HT3 and hypervisor time stamp 4 , HT4.

[000127] An example of unauthenticated mode of the TWAMP test packet may

have the format in the reverse direction as illustrated in figure 7b.

[000128] Again it shall be noted that these are merely examples and other

protocols for active measurements may be extended in a similar way as TWAMP

described above.

[000129] When the initiating party, TWAMP controller/initiator, initialises the

packet, the TWAMP controller/initiator sets all time stamp fields to zero. Hence, in

case a hypervisor is not able to add a time stamp in a certain field, this is easily

detected since such a field comprises just zero.



[000130] The TWAMP protocol should thus be updated to define the new time

stamp fields in a test packet to enable a hypervisor to intercept the test packet and

insert a hypervisor time stamp into it.

[000131 ] The initiating party of a performance measurement may first signal or

configure the TWAMP session, e.g. similar to what is shown in figure 3b. The

control packet may comprise information indicating which version of the TWAMP

will be used by the TWAMP initiator/controller. The peer node, or TWAMP

reflector, is then enabled to deduce which version of the TWAMP that will be used

for the performance measurement. If the peer node comprise a hypervisor and the

new TWAMP version is used then the hypervisors of both parties may insert

hypervisor time stamps into the test packet. In case only the physical machine on

which the TWAMP initiator/controller is running (by means of a hypervisor and

virtual machine as described above) comprises a hypervisor and not the peer

node, then the test packet may either be created with hypervisor time stamp fields

for the hypervisor(s) of the physical machine, or any hypervisor time stamp fields

of the test packet intended for a hypervisor of the peer node will be set to zero by

the initiator. If the peer node does not run a hypervisor, then any hypervisor time

stamp fields intended for a possible hypervisor at the peer node will be left as they

were when the peer node received the packet, i.e. those fields will still have zeros

when the test packet is returned to the physical machine on which the TWAMP

initiator/controller is running.

[000132] Likewise, if the TWAMP initiator/controller is simply running on a physical

machine and the peer node runs a hypervisor, which in turn executes a virtual

machine executing a TWAMP reflector, the TWAMP initiator/controller may still

support the new updated TWAMP, but any hypervisor time stamp field intended for

a possible hypervisor of the physical machine on which the TWAMP

initiator/controller is running will be left with zeros since there is no hypervisor

running on the physical machine, which runs a virtual machine, executing the

TWAMP controller/initiator. However, any hypervisor of the peer node may insert

hypervisor time stamp into fields intended for hypervisor(s) of the peer node.



[000133] The test session described in figure 3b may inform the TWAMP

initiator/controller 312 of the hypervisors running on the first and the second

physical machine 310 and 320, or the TWAMP initiator/controller 312 may simply

create a test packet for performing the performance measurement which is large

enough, i.e. has sufficiently many hypervisor time stamp fields, to accommodate

hypervisor time stamps of any number of hypervisors running on the first and the

second physical machine 310 and 320. Any superfluous hypervisor time stamp

field not used will comprise only zeros after the test packet has been transmitted to

and received back from the peer node. This is because all hypervisor time stamp

fields are set to, or filled with, zeros when the TWAMP initiator/controller initiates

the test packet before transmitting it towards the peer node.

[000134] As described above with reference to figure 3b, before a hypervisor can

intercept test packets and possibly insert a hypervisor time stamp into a dedicated

field in the test packet for measurements, the hypervisor must first intercept control

packets being sent between the TWAMP initiator/controller and the TWAMP

reflector. The control packets contain session parameters such as sender IP,

receiver IP, sender port and receiver port. The control also communicates the

TWAMP mode which specifies the TWAMP test packet format or TWAMP version

number.

[000135] The intercepting of control packets may be performed by listening on

TWAMP control packets with the new mode for, or version of, the TWAMP. The

control packets are usually sent towards a well-known IP port number. That is,

intercepting these packets is easy and does not require much processing power.

[000136] In an example, when the setup phase for a TWAMP session is identified,

the hypervisor adds this session to an internal database for intercepting of the test

packets. Intercepting is e.g. based on the 4-tuple <sender IP, receiver IP, sender

port, receiver port>. The hypervisor must by some means know where in the test

packet to put the timestamp, i.e. where in the packet the hypervisor time stamp

fields are located. This is in one example pre-configured.



[000137] Instead of intercepting the control packets for establishing TWAMP test

sessions, in one example, only intercept test packets being sent and received on

pre-defined port numbers are intercepted. This has to be configured in advance

and put into a test packet intercepting database. Again the intercepting may be

based on the 4-tuple <sender IP, receiver IP, sender port, receiver port>. This

solution is more "lightweight" since it does not require inspection of all TWAMP

control packets on the network. Further, this solution supports a TWAMP light

mode.

[000138] After establishing the test packet intercepting database the hypervisor

intercepts the TWAMP test packets. This is illustrated in figure 3a and described

above. As illustrated by figures 7a and 7b, the forward and reverse TWAMP

header of the test packet may be different.

[000139] When the TWAMP initiator/controller receives the test packet back from

the peer node, the TWAMP initiator/controller is enabled to calculate different

metrics as described above. E.g. the total round-trip time is estimated as T4 - T 1,

the one-way delay in the forward direction is calculated as T2 - T 1, the one-way

delay in the reverse direction is calculated as T4 - T3. The TWAMP

initiator/controller is further enabled to calculate the following metrics: delay in

machine 1 due to virtualization in the forward direction is calculated as HT1 - T 1,

delay in machine 2 due to virtualization in the forward direction is calculated as T2

- HT2, delay in machine 2 due to virtualization in the reverse direction is

calculated as HT3 - T3, and delay in machine 1 due to virtualization in the reverse

direction is calculated as T4 - HT4.

[000140] This allows for determining the delay due to virtualization and the delay

due to networking issues. This is important for localizing a performance issue. Of

course, other metrics may be calculated using their own estimation methodology

using the additional hypervisor time stamps.

[000141 ] Instead of using TWAMP for the performance measurement, ICMP may

be used as described briefly above. There are different ICMP control messages.

For example, ICMP echo request has type 8 whereas ICMP echo reply has type 0 .



ICMP type 3 refers to the time stamp message and type 14 to timestamp reply

message. This is traditionally used for synchronization of time between nodes.

Updating the ICMP by adding the hypervisor timestamps to the type 13 message

structure results in a test packet illustrated in figures 8a and 8b for the forward and

reverse direction.

[000142] Each time stamp corresponds to the time stamp described in the

TWAMP embodiment (i.e. T1-T4 and HT1-HT4). Observe that time stamps in

ICMP timestamp is 32 bits while the TWAMP timestamps are 64 bits. Code 0 is

reserved for the original ICMP timestamp functionality. For the new hypervisor

time stamping functionality a new code should be reserved. ICMP intercepting in

the hypervisor is performed in a similar way as for TWAMP intercepting. All ICMP

packets with type 13 or 14 and the new code for hypervisor time stamping are

snooped. There is no control protocol for setting up the ICMP timestamp protocol,

so it functions much like TWAMP light. The hypervisor should by some means

know where in the test packet to put the timestamp. This could be pre-configured.

[000143] It is to be understood that the choice of interacting units, as well as the

naming of the units within this disclosure are only for exemplifying purpose, and

nodes suitable to execute any of the methods described above may be configured

in a plurality of alternative ways in order to be able to execute the suggested

procedure actions.

[000144] It should also be noted that the units described in this disclosure are to

be regarded as logical entities and not with necessity as separate physical entities.

[000145] While the embodiments have been described in terms of several

embodiments, it is contemplated that alternatives, modifications, permutations and

equivalents thereof will become apparent upon reading of the specifications and

study of the drawings. It is therefore intended that the following appended claims

include such alternatives, modifications, permutations and equivalents as fall

within the scope of the embodiments and defined by the pending claims.



CLAIMS

1. A method ( 100) performed by a hypervisor associated with a virtual

machine for enabling a performance measurement between the virtual machine

and a peer node, the method comprising:

- intercepting ( 1 0) a packet transmitted from, or destined to, the virtual

machine, the packet comprising a destination address to the virtual

machine or to the peer node, and determining whether to insert a

hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet,

when it is determined to insert the hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

inserting (120) a hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and

- forwarding ( 130) the packet to its destination according to the destination

address.

2 . A method according to claim 1, wherein determining whether to insert the

hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet is based on properties of the packet

such as address and port number.

3 . A method according to claim 1, wherein determining whether to insert the

hypervisor time stamp or not in the packet is based on the packet being of a

predetermined protocol.

4 . A method according to claim 3 , wherein when the packet is of a Two-

ay Active Measurement Protocol, TvVAMP, or an Internet Control Message

Protocol, ICMP, then the hypervisor time stamp is to be inserted into the packet

5 . A method (200) performed by a physical machine comprising at least one

hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine according to any of claims 1-4,

for performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine and a

peer node when the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement between

the virtual machine and the peer node, the method comprising:

- the virtual machine creating (202) the packet which is to be transmitted to

the peer node,



- the virtual machine initialising (203) the packet comprising inserting a first

virtual machine time stamp in the packet,

- the virtual machine transmitting (204) the packet towards the peer node,

- the hypervisor intercepting (210) the packet transmitted from the virtual

machine,

the hypervisor inserting (220) a first hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

- the hypervisor forwarding (230) the packet towards the peer node,

- the hypervisor intercepting (240) the packet when it is transmitted back to

the virtual machine from the peer node,

- the hypervisor inserting (250) a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

- the hypervisor forwarding (260) the packet to the virtual machine, and

- the virtual machine generating (270) a last virtual machine time stamp for

the packet.

6 . A method (200) according to claim 5 , further comprising determining

(201 ) the number of hypervisors of the physical machine on which the virtual

machine is running and the number of hypervisors of the peer node and defining

two hypervisor time stamp fields per hypervisor when creating the packet.

7 . A method (200) according to claim 5 or 6 , further comprising the virtual

machine analysing (280) the packet based on the virtual machine time stamps, the

hypervisor time stamps comprised in the packet and the last generated virtual

machine time stamp.

8 . A method (200) according to any of claims 5-7, wherein the virtual

machine creating (202) the packet comprises an application executed by the

virtual machine creating the packet which is to be transmitted to the peer node.

9 . A method (200) performed by a physical machine comprising at least

one hypervisor executing at least one virtual machine according to any of claims 1-

4 for performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine and a

peer node when the peer node is the initiator of the measurement between the

virtual machine and the peer node, the method comprising:

- the hypervisor intercepting (21 1) the packet destined to the virtual machine,



- the hypervisor inserting (220) the hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

- the hypervisor forwarding (230) the packet to the virtual machine,

- the virtual machine inserting (231) a virtual machine time stamp in the

packet,

- the virtual machine inserting (232) a further virtual machine time stamp in

the packet,

- the virtual machine transmitting (233) the packet back towards the peer

node from which it was received,

- the hypervisor intercepting (234) the packet destined to the peer node,

- the hypervisor inserting (235) a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet,

and

- the hypervisor forwarding (236) the packet towards the peer node.

10. A method (200) according to claim 9 , wherein the virtual machine

inserting (231 ) the virtual machine time stamp in the packet comprises an

application executed by the virtual machine inserting the virtual machine time

stamp in the packet.

11. A hypervisor (420), associated with a virtual machine (430), adapted for

enabling a performance measurement between the virtual machine (430) and a

peer node (460), the hypervisor comprising:

- an intercepting unit (421 ) adapted for intercepting a packet transmitted

from, or destined to, the virtual machine (430), the packet comprising a

destination address to the virtual machine (430) or to the peer node (460),

and determining whether to insert a hypervisor time stamp or not in the

packet,

an inserting unit (422) adapted for, when it is determined to insert the

hypervisor time stamp in the packet, inserting a hypervisor time stamp in

the packet, and

- a forwarding unit (423) adapted for forwarding the packet to its destination

according to the destination address.



12. A hypervisor (420) according to claim 1, wherein the inserting unit (422)

is adapted for determining whether to insert the hypervisor time stamp or not in the

packet based on properties of the packet such as address and port number.

13 . A hypervisor (420) according to claim 11, wherein the inserting unit (422)

is adapted for determining whether to insert the hypervisor time stamp or not in the

packet based on the packet being of a predetermined protocol.

14. A hypervisor (420) according to claim 3 , wherein when the packet is of a

Two-Way Active Measurement Protocol, TWAMP, or an Internet Control Message

Protocol, ICMP, then the hypervisor is adapted to insert a hypervisor time stamp

into the packet.

15. A physical machine (400) comprising at least one hypervisor (420)

executing at least one virtual machine according to any of claims 11-14, adapted

for performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine (430)

and a peer node (460) when the virtual machine is the initiator of the measurement

between the virtual machine (430) and the peer node (460), the physical machine

(400) comprising:

- the virtual machine (430) comprising a creating unit (431 ) adapted for

creating the packet which is to be transmitted to the peer node (460),

wherein the virtual machine (430) further comprises an initialising unit (432)

adapted for initialising the packet by inserting a first virtual machine time

stamp in the packet, and a transmitting unit (433) adapted for transmitting

the packet towards the peer node (460), and

- the hypervisor (420) comprising the intercepting unit (421 ) adapted for

intercepting the packet transmitted from the virtual machine (430), the

inserting unit (422) adapted for inserting a first hypervisor time stamp in the

packet, the forwarding unit (423) adapted for forwarding the packet towards

the peer node (460), wherein the intercepting unit (421 ) further is adapted

for intercepting the packet when it is transmitted back to the virtual machine

(430) from the peer node, the inserting unit (422) further is adapted for

inserting a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and the forwarding



unit (423) further is adapted for forwarding the packet to the virtual machine

(430), and wherein

the initialising unit (432) of the virtual machine (430) further is adapted for

generating a last virtual machine time stamp.

16. A physical machine (400) according to claim 15 , wherein the creating unit

(431 ) of the virtual machine (430) further is adapted for determining the number of

hypervisors of the physical machine (400) on which the virtual machine (430) is

running and the number of hypervisors of the peer node (460) and defining two

hypervisor time stamp fields per hypervisor when creating the packet.

17. A physical machine (400) according to claim 5 or 16, wherein the virtual

machine further comprises an analysing unit (434) adapted for analysing the

packet based on the virtual machine time stamps, the hypervisor time stamps

comprised in the packet and the generated last virtual machine time stamp.

18 . A physical machine (400) according to any of claims 15-1 7 , wherein the

virtual machine creating the packet comprises an application executed by the

virtual machine creating the packet which is to be transmitted to the peer node.

19. A physical machine (400) comprising at least one hypervisor (420)

executing at least one virtual machine (430) according to any of claims 11-14

adapted for performing a performance measurement between the virtual machine

(430) and a peer node (460) when the peer node (460) is the initiator of the

measurement between the virtual machine (430) and the peer node (460), the

physical machine (400) comprising:

- the hypervisor (420) comprising the intercepting unit (421 ) adapted for

intercepting the packet destined to the virtual machine (430), the inserting

unit (422) adapted for inserting the hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and

the forwarding unit (423) adapted for forwarding the packet to the virtual

machine (430),

- the virtual machine comprising the initialising unit (432) adapted for

inserting a virtual machine time stamp in the packet, the initialising unit

(432) adapted for inserting a further virtual machine time stamp in the



packet, the transmitting unit (433) adapted for transmitting the packet back

towards the peer node (460) from which it was received, wherein

the intercepting unit (421 ) of the hypervisor (420) is adapted for intercepting the

packet destined to the peer node, and the inserting unit (422) is adapted for

inserting a further hypervisor time stamp in the packet, and the forwarding unit

(423) is adapted for forwarding the packet towards the peer node (460).

20. A physical machine (400) according to claim 19 , wherein the virtual

machine inserting (231 ) the virtual machine time stamp in the packet comprises an

application executed by the virtual machine inserting the virtual machine time

stamp in the packet.

2 1 . A Computer program (51 0), comprising computer readable code means,

which when run in a processing unit (506) comprised in an arrangement in a

hypervisor (420, 500) according to claims 11-14 causes the hypervisor (420, 500)

to perform the corresponding method according to claim 1-4.

22. A Computer program product (508) comprising computer program (5 0)

according to claim 2 1 .

23. A Computer program (61 0), comprising computer readable code means,

which when run in a processing unit (606) comprised in an arrangement in a

physical machine (400, 600) according to claims 15-20 causes the physical

machine (400, 600) to perform the corresponding method according to claim 5-10.

24. A Computer program product (608) comprising computer program (610)

according to claim 23.
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